


Sonata No 1

1 I. Adagio  [3:17]

2 II. Andante  [2:28]

3 III. Largo  [1:55]

4 IV. Allegro  [3:12]

Sonata No 2  

5 I. Adagio – Allegro – Adagio  [3:01]

6 II. Allegro  [2:43]

7 III. Andante  [1:49]

8 IV. Aria [Allegro]  [0:59]

Sonata No 3

9 I. Adagio – Allegro – Adagio  [3:40]

10 II. Allegro  [2:32]

11 III. Adagio  [1:10]

12 IV. Giga [Allegro]  [1:56]

Sonata No 4

13 I. Adagio  [1:25]

14 II. Andante  [4:12]

15 III. Largo  [1:00]

16 IV. Presto  [2:33]

Sonata No 5

17 I. Adagio – Allegro – Adagio – Allegro – Adagio  [3:31]

18 II. Allegro  [2:51]

19 III. Adagio  [0:52]

20 IV. Giga [Allegro]  [3:06]

 

Sonata No 6  

21 I. Adagio – Allegro – Adagio  [4:10]

22 II. Allegro  [2:33]

23 III. Aria  [8:38]
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advertised the forthcoming performance of 
‘A Solo [sonata] and a Concerto for the Violin 
[given] by Mr. Carbonelli and Mr. Pip[p]o [the 
cellist Filippo Amadei]’. Carbonelli is described 
in an advertisement from mid April 1719 as 
‘lately arriv’d from Italy’, so 1719 may be the 
very year of his landing in Britain. He may have 
come independently, seeking his fortune, but 
on balance it is more likely that he had acquired 
an English patron beforehand – perhaps a 
member of the merchant community in Livorno, 
an important trading centre, or else a visiting 
notable. That same year, 1719, Carbonelli appears 
to have become leader of the band at the 
Drury Lane Theatre, a post he held until 1728 
and which required him frequently to perform 
concertos as entr’acte music and even to play 
sonatas on stage as part of the dramatic action. 
Besides this, he participated fully in London’s 
musical life, being much in demand as a leader 
of orchestras, soloist and composer of music for 
his instrument. Those who engaged him came 
to include Handel, although his service to the 
irascible German was only intermittent and did 
not extend to the opera house.

Carbonelli had only one English patron whose 
name we know: John Manners, 3rd Duke of 
Rutland (1696–1779). The latter played the 
violin, and it is likely that his patronage of 
the Italian originated in violin lessons taken 
from him. In 1729 the Duke financed, as 
dedicatee, the private publication of a set of 

Anyone interested in the music of eighteenth-
century Britain, and London in particular, will 
be aware of the vital role played by Italian 
musicians, some of whom only visited, but 
many of whom settled there permanently. 
Among these musicians, violinists held 
first place, if only because Italy was the 
acknowledged home of violin-making, violin-
playing and composition for the violin. There 
was every incentive for them to keep coming, 
since England – steeped in the tradition of the 
Grand Tour and characterised in addition by a 
general Italophilia nurtured by a love of Italian 
opera, a surprisingly widespread knowledge 
of the Italian language and, not least, various 
strains of religious or political dissidence such as 
Catholicism and Jacobitism – demanded their 
presence and was willing to pay handsomely 
for the privilege. The roster of prominent Italian 
violinist-composers who made their home in 
Britain from the early 1700s onwards includes 
most notably Francesco Saverio Geminiani 
(1687–1782), who arrived in 1714, and Felice 
Giardini (1716–1796), who followed him in 1751; 
but alongside them were a host of others who 
have faded into obscurity, whether because 
they achieved little success – many quickly 
disappearing into the less competitive arena of 
provincial England – or because they have left 
little music behind them. 

One of these less familiar figures, who on 
account of his uncommon gifts as a composer 

twelve sonatas in score for violin and basso 
continuo. The edition, on large sheets of 
fine paper, is exceptionally handsome and 
accurate for the period, testifying to the 
anonymous engraver’s skill and Carbonelli’s 
careful supervision. Some years later, the 
plates were turned over, following a common 
practice in the music trade, to a commercial 
publisher – in this instance, John Walsh, 
who reissued the set under his own imprint. 
At least eighteen examples of the volume 
survive in public collections, a sign that it 
circulated quite widely at the time.2 In this 
perspective, it is sad to reflect that nothing 
else by Carbonelli – not one of his concertos, 
for example – ever achieved print, while the 
few extant manuscripts turn out merely to 
contain arrangements of the sonatas in the 
published set.

Having first converted to Anglicanism, Carbonelli 
in 1730 married Elizabeth Warren, daughter of a 
parish clerk. From this time onwards, his musical 
activities gradually become more selective. The 
reason eventually emerges: he changed his 
main profession to that of a wine merchant. The 
wine trade was regarded as one of the most 
gentlemanly in the domain of commerce, and 

2 Both editions are consultable on the open-access 
IMSLP website. In addition there is a facsimile edition 
(King’s Music, 1986), plus a two-volume critical edition 
by the present writer (Edition HH, 2011).

nevertheless deserves to be placed in the 
highest rank, was Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli, 
a violinist who after his naturalisation in 1735 
increasingly styled himself in English fashion 
as John Stephen Carbonell.1 A very recent 
discovery has revealed that Carbonelli was 
born in Livorno on 7 March 1694 to a father, 
Pietro, whose profession is unknown but who 
originated from Aix-en-Provence, and a locally 
born mother, Teresa (née Cocchi). He took his 
given names from his paternal (Giovanni) and 
maternal (Stefano) grandfathers. Whether or 
not he studied the violin with Corelli himself, 
as has been surmised in later accounts, 
remains uncertain – and today appears less 
likely, given the discovery of a birthplace 
rather distant from Rome – but he certainly 
imbibed, technically and aesthetically, the 
Corellian style and its ‘classicising’ musical 
ethos. His first known public appearances 
were in 1711 and 1712 at the annual patronal 
festival of the Church of the Holy Cross 
in Lucca, which welcomed the voluntary 
participation of external musicians.

When we next encounter Carbonelli, it is in 
London. On 9 February 1719 the Daily Courant 

1For a fuller account of Carbonelli’s life and music, see 
Michael Talbot, ‘From Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli to 
John Stephen Carbonell: A Violinist Turned Vintner in 
Handel’s London’, in Göttinger Händel-Beiträge, 14 
(2012), pp. 265–99.
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Leaving aside the rather dreary recital of 
Manners’s multiple noble titles followed by 
the composer’s name, the title page for the 
sonatas reads ‘Sonate da camera a violino, 
e violone o cembalo’. ‘Da camera’ usually 
suggests a preponderance of dance or dance-
like movements and an absence of fugal 
movements, but in fact it is only the second 
half of the collection that adheres to this 
specification, and then not especially rigorously. 
Like Arcangelo Corelli’s epoch-making collection 
of Sonate a violino e violone o cimbalo (1700) 
– the similarity of title is no accident – this is a 
collection of two halves: the first six works all 
have as their centrepiece a rigorous and well-
developed fugue in which the violinist, through 
double and multiple stopping, simulates the 
counterpoint of two or even three upper parts 
(English writers of the period appropriately 
called such movements ‘double-stopped’ 
fugues), while the last six works find non-fugal 
solutions for the equivalent movements. 
Whereas Corelli most commonly gives his violin 
sonatas five movements, most composers 
who followed him – among them Albinoni and 
Vivaldi – usually reduce their number to four, 
and Carbonelli is no exception, although there is 
one instance of a five-movement sonata (No 11) 
and two more are in three movements (Nos 6 
and 12). Nearly all Carbonelli’s movements are 
very substantial and also complex in structure, 
and several are composite, mixing different 
tempos and thematic substance – another 

Carbonelli certainly gained in social status as 
well as income through making the switch. 
He was outstandingly successful in his new 
career, becoming an official purveyor of wines 
to the royal court in 1759; his son John and 
later descendants carried on the business 
through several generations (from a surviving 
ledger for the years 1762–1773 auctioned by 
Christie’s in June 2015 we learn that the firm 
supplied the court with port, claret, madeira, 
sack, Spanish mountain wine and sherry). 
Carbonelli died in London on 11 February 
1773, remembered fondly as a violinist but 
more widely celebrated as a vintner. 

The following year, his instruments were sold. 
They comprised a Florentine harpsichord (by 
Cristofori?), two Stainer violins, a Stradivarius 
violin and a curious, composite instrument 
uniting a Stainer belly to a Werrintle back. In 
1792 Benjamin Cooke the younger composed 
a delightful duet in which the much-fêted 
castrato singer Rubinelli, represented 
by a soprano, converses with Carbonelli, 
represented by a bass. But, tellingly, there is 
absolutely no hint in the text that the latter 
had busied himself with music before turning 
to wine. As a fitting musical memorial, we 
have only Vivaldi’s violin concerto RV 366, 
entitled Il Carbonelli, which probably dates 
from a period prior to Carbonelli’s emigration, 
and was presumably a work specially written 
for him by the Venetian.

Carbonelli’s ledger of wine supplied to the court, 1762–1773, 
apparently mostly in Carbonelli’s own hand. Private 
collection. Photo © Christie’s Images/Bridgeman Images



Sonata No 1 (D major) opens with a stately 
Adagio followed by a fugal Andante – at the 
time, this second tempo marking denoted 
a moderate rather than slow pace. Here, as 
elsewhere, Carbonelli reduces the textural 
complexity of several of the episodes that come 
between entries of the subject, relaxing into 
typically violinistic figuration. A Largo in B minor 
introduces a touch of pathos, and a cheerful 
Allegro, starting simply but accumulating 
touches of drama as it proceeds, brings up 
the rear. Sonata No 2 (D minor) begins with a 
tripartite movement, where two Adagio sections 
frame an Allegro core. The Allegro fugue that 
follows makes extensive use of artifices such 
as stretto (overlapping entries) and, at the 
very end, inversion of the subject. The third 
movement, Andante, is a Corrente in all but 
name, while the concluding Aria could just as 
well have been entitled Sarabanda. Moving to 
the bright key of E major, Sonata No 3 opens 
with another tripartite movement. Its fugue 
has a very penny-plain subject recalling vocal 
counterpoint, but in compensation treats it 
with great imagination. A very brief Adagio 
ushers in a bouncy Giga as conclusion.

Sonata No 4 in the sombre key of G minor, 
opens with a rather severe Adagio, followed by 
a strenuous Andante fugue. A Largo in D minor 
offers lyrical relief, and a sparkling final Presto 
in binary form injects some welcome élan. 
In Sonata No 5 (C minor) the usual tripartite 

idea learned from Corelli but now taken much 
further. Technically, Carbonelli is much more 
resourceful than his mentor, and the extended 
variation movements that conclude each half 
of the set sometimes remind one of Heinrich 
Biber, the seventeenth century’s greatest 
violin virtuoso, in their flamboyance. Except for 
five instances of the title Giga in concluding 
movements and one appearance of a Siciliana 
(Sonata No 9), Carbonelli dispenses with dance 
titles, although several ostensibly ‘abstract’ 
movements possess a recognisable dance 
character.

The expression ‘violone o cembalo’ needs 
brief explanation. ‘Violone’ is what Roman 
and Roman-influenced composers called 
the bass violin (effectively identical with the 
violoncello), while ‘cembalo’ is harpsichord. 
The choice of the conjunction ‘o’ (‘or’) might 
suggest that cello and harpsichord are strict 
alternatives and should not be used together, 
but this is actually a misinterpretation. The 
intended meaning is simply that whether 
the performance employs both instruments 
or only one of them, they are to play exactly 
the same bass part. In practice, eighteenth-
century performers were highly pragmatic 
in their approach to continuo performance, 
matching their choice of instruments to 
the character of the music, the acoustic 
conditions, the strength of tone needed and, 
of course, the availability of players.

formula for opening movements expands into 
five sections. The ensuing Allegro fugue has 
tremendous verve and passion. An Adagio in 
E flat major of only six bars gives way to an 
energetic closing Giga. Sonata No 6 is in the 
most naturally violinistic key of all: A major. 
Following the introductory movement, in 
familiar tripartite form, Carbonelli produces a 
magnificent Allegro fugue taking full advantage 
of the enhanced sonority and technical 
facility offered, thanks to open strings, by this 
key.  Particularly attractive is the melodious 
contrasting idea appearing in a central episode. 
But the true climax – to the opening group of 
sonatas as much as to Sonata No 6 individually 
– arrives in the finale: an extended Aria with four 
increasingly hectic variations.

It is not so surprising that Carbonelli has 
remained virtually unknown, even to specialists, 
for so long. Perhaps the main reason is that 
in certain respects he does not quite ‘fit the 
mould’. For a neo-Corellian, he is unusually fond 
of complexity, both technical and compositional, 
and also unusually open to other contemporary 
influences, such as those of Handel and Vivaldi. 
But the quality of his music speaks for itself.  

Notes on the music

Fortunately, the prerequisites for his having a 
permanent seat at the table of late-Baroque music 
are now in place. His biography is reasonably well 
established, and the music is readily accessible. All 
we need now is for a few Carbonelli concertos, or 
perhaps further sonatas, to turn up somewhere!

© 2017 Michael Talbot

Michael Talbot is Emeritus Professor of Music at 
the University of Liverpool. Best known for his 
work on Vivaldi and Italian music, he has recently 
produced several articles on music with an Italian 
connection composed in eighteenth-century 
Britain.

This movement is analysed alongside similar 
movements by contemporaries in Michael Talbot, 
‘Eight “Double-Stopped” Fugues in A major: Essays 
in the Union of Counterpoint and Violinist Virtuosity 
by Corelli, Bitti, Albinoni, Carbonelli and Zuccari’, Ad 
Parnassum, 12/24 (2014), pp. 1–29.
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As one of the rising stars in the world of period 
performance, Bojan Čičić is fast making 
a name for himself with his sensitive and 
virtuosic playing. In addition to being the leader 
of Florilegium, he has frequently guest-directed 
groups such as the Academy of Ancient Music, 
European Union Baroque Orchestra, and 
Camerata Kilkenny. His recording of J. S. Bach’s 
concerto for two violins with Rachel Podger 
and Brecon Baroque was recently named ‘best 
available recording’ by BBC Music Magazine.

Bojan plays a violin by Rugieri from the 1680s, 
kindly loaned to him by the Jumpstart Junior 
Foundation.

Bojan Čičić founded The Illyria Consort, 
formerly known as Suonar Cantando, to 
explore rare repertoire of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. The group has recently 
appeared at the Korkyra Baroque Festival and 
the Antwerp Laus Polyphoniae Festival with 
a programme of sixteenth and seventeenth-
century Adriatic music, and has also toured 
Holland and Belgium extensively, performing 
Baroque music from Vienna and Venice.

In 2014, The Illyria Consort presented 
‘Treasures of the Monastery’ at the Utrecht 
Early Music Festival, performing violin sonatas 
kept in manuscript form in the library of the 
Minorite monastery in Vienna. In January 
2015, the group travelled to Ghent to present 
a programme entitled ‘Sounds of Imperial 
Vienna’. In the summer of 2015, The Illyria 
Consort performed Vivaldi’s L’Estro Armonico 
at the Festival de Sablé, while in 2016 they 
appeared at the Rutland Music Festival, 
performing violin sonatas by Carbonelli.  

Biographies

© Ursula Jernberg
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Music Festival, performing violin sonatas 
kept in manuscript form in the library of the 
Minorite monastery in Vienna. In January 2015, 
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Remember me my deir: Jacobean songs of love and loss 
Fires of Love 
DCD34129 

Delphian troubadours Fires of Love follow in the footsteps of King James VI 
on a varied journey through song and instrumental music, deftly weaving 
their way through Scotland’s rich tapestry of historic manuscripts to 
unveil attractive unsophisticated melodies, often heavily imbued with the 
French style, before travelling south to London, where James and his 
musicians would have been taken aback by the highly active theatre scene. 
Shakespeare’s texts give rise to compelling settings, from the plaintive ‘And 
will he not come again’, poignantly rendered here by Frances Cooper, to the 
risqué joviality of ‘St Valentine’s Day’. As the Scots courtier-musicians nimbly 
traded French influence for London’s ‘Englished’ Italian style, one wonders: 
did they regretfully look homewards? ‘Remember me, my deir …’

‘gentle, intimate and never less than beguiling’ 
— Sunday Times, December 2013

Instruments from the Rodger Mirrey Collection 
John Kitchen 
DCD34057 

The Raymond Russell Collection of Early Keyboard Instruments, housed since 
1968 in St Cecilia’s Hall, the oldest purpose-built concert hall in Scotland, was 
further enhanced in 2005 when the University of Edinburgh received the 
extraordinary gift of twenty-two historic keyboard instruments from Rodger 
and Lynne Mirrey; as a result, the galleries at St Cecilia’s Hall now house one 
of the two most comprehensive collections of early keyboard instruments in 
the world.

‘Encyclopaedic CDs such as this could so easily become mere samplers, but 
this is so much more than that because of Kitchen’s sensitive and expressive 
playing and the decision to perform extended sequences of music on each of 
only nine of the 22 instruments in the collection’ 
— Early Music Review, August 2009

Also available on Delphian

Captain Tobias Hume: A Scottish Soldier 
Thomas Walker tenor, Alison McGillivray, Concerto Caledonia / David McGuinness 
DCD34140

David McGuinness and his virtuoso band of early musickers voyage once more into 
musical history, and this time the object of their explorations is Tobias Hume, about 
whose life we know very little. (David’s engaging essay tells us as much as there 
is to know.) The best guess for Hume’s birthdate could be any time from 1565 to 
1579, and the materials documenting his appearance on the fringes of the London 
musical scene from around 1605 are sparse.

This recording draws on the two books of music Hume published in his lifetime, 
and ranges from capricious fragments of tunes that celebrate the simple joy of 
playing the viol, to potent moments of substantial emotional depth.

‘outstanding performances, full of life and vivid musical imagery … a disc of 
unmitigated pleasure’ 
— International Record Review, September 2014

Gaspar Sanz: La Preciosa 
Gordon Ferries 
DCD34036

Gordon Ferries visits the music of seventeenth-century Spain’s fiery streets. It 
was a time when the five-course guitar engendered a sense of abject horror in 
the morally inclined on account of its associations with popular ballads, taverns, 
criminality, sensuality and in particular with dancing. Ferries evokes the period with 
panache and breathtakingly virtuosic flair.

‘Sanz’s music exudes Spanish fire from every pore, and it is this exotic but 
nebulous quality that Ferries captures to perfection’ 
— Early Music Review, December 2005

‘Ferries achieves an astonishing array of moods and emotions … at once crisp, 
stylish, and fun. This is a disc to listen to again and again’ 
— Early Music America, Spring 2006
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Antonio Lotti (1667–1740): Crucifixus 
The Syred Consort, Orchestra of St Paul’s / Ben Palmer 
DCD34182

It is not widely known that Antonio Lotti’s famous eight-part setting of the 
‘Crucifixus’ is in fact drawn from a complete Credo setting, itself part of 
the Missa Sancti Christophori that receives its first recording here. Much 
of Lotti’s music was written for the Basilica of San Marco in Venice at a 
time when expense and extravagance were not spared, and it is at the 
cutting edge of the galant style that prefigured the Classical era. Rhythmic 
shock and awe, masterful variety, incessant invention and outrageous, 
luscious harmonies make this music over-ripe for revival. In their Delphian 
debut, The Syred Consort and Orchestra of St Paul’s have collaborated with 
musicologist Ben Byram-Wigfield to bring it to dazzling life.

‘propelled with purpose and vitality … There’s an unyielding quest to 
uncover the imagery and sensibility of Lotti’s almost cinematic perspectives 
with graphic immediacy’ — Gramophone, May 2016

Handel: The Triumph of Time and Truth 
Sophie Bevan, Mary Bevan, Tim Mead, Ed Lyon, William Berger, 
Ludus Baroque /Richard Neville-Towle 
DCD34135

Ludus Baroque and five stellar soloists bring to life Handel’s rarely heard final 
oratorio, a remarkable Protestant re-casting of a work written fifty years earlier 
to a text by the young composer’s Roman patron Cardinal Pamphilj. The result, 
neglected by centuries of scholarship on account of its hybrid origins, here proves 
an extraordinary feast of riches, and the ideal vehicle for Richard Neville-Towle’s 
carefully assembled cast of exceptional soloists, vigorous, intelligent chorus and 
an orchestra made up from some of the UK’s leading period instrumentalists.

‘finely shaped, unflamboyant conducting, gracious playing and some very fine 
singing. Sophie Bevan plays Beauty in what is arguably her finest recording to 
date; the final aria is breathtaking’ — The Guardian, 2014

Also available on Delphian

Handel: Overtures & Suites 
John Kitchen 
DCD34153

The practice of performing Handel’s overtures on keyboard instruments began with a 
number of transcriptions made by the composer himself. John Kitchen virtuosically 
evokes Handel’s orchestral palette in the welter of timbres and colours which he 
summons forth from the Russell Collection’s 1755 Jacob Kirckman harpsichord, a classic 
instrument from the apex of the English harpsichord-building tradition.

Interspersed between the overture transcriptions are two of Handel’s suites 
written for the harpsichord; these are played on a 1709 single-manual Thomas 
Barton instrument from the Rodger Mirrey Collection, one of very few 
extant early eighteenth-century English harpsichords. Its modest size and 
unpretentious appearance do not prepare the listener for the extraordinarily rich 
and characterful sound that emerges.

‘stylishly played … The music is universally glorious’ — Sunday Times, August 2009

Angiol Michele Bartolotti (c.1615–c.1682): Di Chitarra Spagnola 
Gordon Ferries 
DCD34066

Italian by birth, Bartolotti was employed as a musician at the enlightened court of 
Queen Christina of Sweden and in the opulent splendour of the Sun King’s Versailles. 
His elegant suites fuse contemplation and virtuosity, distilling the melancholic beauty 
of the French Baroque. Largely neglected in modern times, this cosmopolitan 
composer’s music nonetheless occupies a seminal place in the early guitar repertory, 
and Gordon Ferries is an ideal exponent.

‘[Ferries’] playing is relaxed but with a strong sense of rhythm. The contrapuntal 
passages are nicely balanced with the strumming and there is some appropriately 
elaborate ornamentation and neat little riffs in all the right places … [The three 
theorbo pieces] are rather different in style from Bartolotti’s guitar music, with clear 
and widely separated treble and bass lines which are difficult to balance evenly. 
Ferries brings them off with consummate ease and adds some really impressive 
ornamentation to the melodic lines’ — Lute News, January 2011
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